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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 

Amazon has been a highly successfully company and is continuing to be 
successful through its revolutionary products including its star child, the Kindle.  
The Kindle has evolved over time and is now adapting newer technologies and 
abilities, to match consumer trends and preferences.  Even though Amazon’s 
Kindle is not the market leader for e-reader’s, they have developed the 
successful strategy of taking existing products that are already on the market, 
and developing and launching their own version of it.  This is how they got the 
new Amazon Kindle Fire HD model as tablets have taken over the market.  The 
new Kindle can download, stream and run various applications, videos, 
audiobooks and supporting applications just like any tablet but is also an e-
reader. 

 
The Kindle is targeted towards three main consumer segments, heavy 

readers, heavy travelers and media rich consumers.  As these consumers are 
generally well-educated and at the same time price-sensitive, Amazon has 
successfully found a niche in the market for consumer electronics.  Additionally, 
Amazon has superior supply-chain management procedures whereby they are 
able to eliminate a lot of overhead costs.  For example they highly discount older 
versions of their Kindle e-reader devices in order to save money.  Therefore, 
Amazon saves money on their inventory costs, and they are then able to capture 
as much revenue as possible by selling older products/technology.  Last, but not 
least, Amazon has successfully acquired other online retail firms through various 
acquisitions, which has led to their successful and user-friendly website.  

 
Amazon has successfully targeted and adopted a strategy focused around 

offering a high quality e-reader while at the same time focusing on their target 
market.  The various tactics which Amazon has employed that has led to their 
success includes but is not limited to competitive pricing, ease of purchase, 
quality products and great customer service.  We believe that Amazon has 
successfully marketed their brand and will continue to be a dominating force in 
the e-reader/tablet market.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SITUATION ANALYSIS 
 

INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT 
 

SWOT ANALYSIS 
 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 Contents 

 Price strategy 

 Hardware 

 Market & Price 

Opportunities Threats 

 Demand of tablets 

 Leveraging 

 Competitors 

 Other smart devices 

 

STRENGTHS 
 
Contents & Brand 
 
 Amazon already developed a popular marketplace that began with books 

and variety of goods. Now they are selling music, video, apparel and beauty 

products as well.  Amazon’s early start on eBook market lead them to contain 

more contents than any other competitors. Amazon has over 1 million e-Books 

available and 100,000 movies and TV Show with unlimited streaming to their 

Amazon Prime Members for only $79 per year. 1Apple boast a wealth of software 

and hardware intended to work together seamlessly on its devices, but as the 

world’s biggest online retailer, Amazon’s has a wealth of resources at its 

fingertips. Beyond its more tangible features, Amazon is a huge advantage for 

                                            
1 "5 Killer Features on the Kindle Fire That You Won’t Find on the IPad." Yahoo News. 

Yahoo News, n.d. Web. 

 



the Kindle Fire in terms of brand recognition. There are lots of Android-based 

devices in the market, but Amazon’s Kindle brand is a name consumers know 

and trust. 

PRICING STRATEGY 
  

When the Kindle Fire came out market year 2011, Amazon announced its 

price as $199 (less than half of their competitor’s Tablet Apple IPad). In 2012, 

they announced Kindle Fire HD, next version of Kindle Fire, and gave it the same 

price as the Kindle Fire, $199. Amazon’s pricing strategy is simple, “let’s sell as 

many devices as we can. Even if we lose money from it, we still can get our 

revenue from selling contents such as eBooks, video, products, and 

memberships”. This strategy is strong since the tablet market is currently 

increasing size of market, the Apple iPad controls over 80% of market share with 

their high-end high-price strategy. 2Research shows that price of the product is 

the biggest reason why they choose Kindle.  

 

                                            
2 "Kindle Fire Satisfaction: Survey Shows Likes, Dislikes Of Fire Owners." Huff Post 

Tech. N.p., n.d. Web. 



 
 
 

 WEAKNESSES 
 
Hardware & Apps 
 
 Amazon’s Kindle Fire, when it was first introduced at the beginning of 

2011, received mixed to downright negative reviews from a variety of sources. 

Some reviewers claimed its low price reflects on its quality: “the software lacks 

polish and feels sluggish, you feel that $200 price tag with every swipe of your 

finger”. Others were not satisfied with its weaker performance comparing it 

competitor product iPad.  Not just the quality of the hardware, but also lack of 

apps was one of its weaknesses. Unlike many android-based devices, the Kindle 

Fire will not support the Android Market. Instead, the tablet will support Amazon’s 



application marketplace. But to experience the “full Android experience”, app lack 

of applications is biggest problem. Both Apple and Amazon offer tablet users a 

wide choice of application available online, but Apple has 100,000 apps specific 

to the iPad, while Amazon has 16,000 apps in its Android app store. Recently, 

Amazon launched Kindle Fire HD with upgrade of their previous Kindle Fire. 

However reviewers still have 3negative opinions about the hardware and number 

of apps compare to competitors’ product. One review stated that “Kindle Fire HD 

isn’t the best tablet at any price”.   

 

Market & Price 

 Apple has secured a strong lead in the tablet market. They sold more than 

29 million iPads in the products first 15 months on the market, its competitors 

suffering with less successful. For example, Research in Motion, maker of the 

BlackBerry line of smartphones, said it only shipped 200,000 of its own rival to 

the iPad, the Playbook, in three months. While Apple secured its high-end, high-

price tablet market, Amazon had to compete with the Nook, Barnes & Noble’s 

popular color e-reader in the low-price segment. Recently, Google and Apple 

also followed up their own tablet (iPad mini, Nexus7) with a low-price strategy to 

become a threat to Amazon’s Kindle products. A Low-price strategy was the 

biggest advantage at the beginning of the market, but it became no longer their 

advantage, instead it became a weakness. 

                                            
3 "Kindle Fire 2 HD Review: New Kindle Isn't 'the Best Tablet at Any Price,' but It's 

Pretty Good." WPTV. N.p., n.d. Web. 06 Nov. 2012. 

<http://www.wptv.com/dpp/news/world/kindle-fire-2-hd-review-new-kindle-isnt-the-

best-tablet-at-any-price-but-its-pretty-good>. 



OPPORTUNITIES 
 
Increasing Tablet Demand 
 
 The global tablet market is rapidly growing, providing new opportunities for 

market players. Estimated global tablet shipments in 2010 totaled 17 million units. 

This volume is expected to record a compound annual growth rate 4(CAGR) of 

80.4% to reach almost 200 million devices in 2014. The product is also getting 

more and more interest from international consumers. According to Morgan 

Stanley research, demand in the UK, Germany, France, Japan, and China came 

in higher than in the US. In US, 79% of consumers favor a tablet over a laptop 

computer. 

 

Leveraging 

 Since Kindle state its low price strategy, the low cost of the Kindle 

generates more customers who are looking for an e-reader with better deal. By 

launching Kindle Fire and Kindle Fire HD, Amazon expanded and shifted its 

existing e-reader’s interest onto tablets. It led them to increase size of the market 

and customer base. For the Kindle Fire, they put the same website design, 

search engine, and recommendation system to approach familiarity to existing 

consumers. Amazon tried leveraging its existing online store to integrate users’ 

accounts, therefore consumers could find, order, and manage content easier. 

 

                                            
4 "Amazon." EBSChost. N.p., n.d. Web. 



 

THREATS 
 
Competitors 
 
 The Kindle Fire’s operating system is based on Android technology. This 

operating system is used by other e-readers and smart phones and may not 

provide the Kindle with a competitive advantage. Google launched their own 

tablet with Android OS, nexus 7 and 10. Price of Nexus 7 is $199 which is 

directly competing with the Kindle Fire. With better hardware and apps availability, 

Nexus 7 became serious threat to Kindle Fire. Also, Apple recently launched the 

iPad mini to take away customers from Kindle Fire. Apple was always the biggest 

threat to Kindle, and a recent survey of more than 2000 online consumers by 

5PriceGrabber found that 52 percent of those surveyed said they would look at 

buying an iPad Mini over Kindle and Nexus 7. Competitors’ products are not just 

providing same feature as Kindle Fire, but also with better quality of product, it 

decrease value of Kindle Fire to the its customers. 

 
Other Smart Devices 
 
 Amazon also provides Kindle apps for every smart device in the market. 

This app provides users to access Amazon’s e-book with any other devices. 

Purpose of this app is attracting customer to use their e-book contents instead 

others. It may help Amazon to increase their e-reader but it also leads customer 

                                            
5 "IPad Mini Draws Strong Consumer Interest." PCWorld. N.p., n.d. Web. 06 Nov. 2012. 

<http://www.pcworld.com/article/255103/iPad_mini_draws_strong_consumer_interest.ht

ml?tk=rel_news>. 



to feel that buying Kindle Fire over other smart devices such as computer, 

Smartphone, and smart TV is an unnecessary purchase.  

EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT 
 
 

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE: Top 4 Competitors vs. Kindle Fire 
 

Kindle Fire Google Nexus 7 

Dual core processor Quad core processor 

Low pixel density screen, below 180ppi 
(170 ppi) 

Lots of RAM (1024 MB RAM) 

Lacks an ambient light sensor for 
automatic screen brightness adjustment 

NFC 

No front-facing camera  

Lacks global positioning system (GPS)  

 
 

Kindle Fire Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 (7.0) 

No camera Fast mobile data support (4G) 

Lacks microSD slot for storage expansion Lots of RAM (1024 MB RAM) 

Lacks an ambient light sensor for 
automatic screen brightness adjustment 

The camera lacks autofocus 

No front-facing camera The camera lacks flash 



Lacks global positioning system (GPS) Proprietary USB connector - have to use 
its cable instead of a standard microUSB 

 

Kindle Fire Apple iPad 3 

No camera High pixel density screen, over 250pp 

Low pixel density screen, below 180ppi 
(170 ppi) 

Lots of RAM (1024 MB RAM) 

Lacks an ambient light sensor for 
automatic screen brightness adjustment 

HDMI connector for TV-out  

No front-facing camera The camera lacks flash 

 Proprietary USB connector - have to use 
its cable instead of a standard microUSB 

 

Kindle Fire Barnes & Noble Nook Tablet 

Lacks microSD slot for storage expansion Lots of RAM (1024 MB RAM) 

Dual core processor/ Fast processor Dual core processor/ Fast processor 

Low pixel density screen, below 180ppi 
(170 ppi) 

Low pixel density screen, below 180ppi 
(170 ppi) 

No camera No camera 

Lacks an ambient light sensor for 
automatic screen brightness adjustment 

Lacks an ambient light sensor for 
automatic screen brightness adjustment 



Lacks global positioning system (GPS) Lacks global positioning system (GPS) 

 
 
 The Kindle Fire is competing in a very crowded tablet market. Its 

competitors have features that the Kindle does not, such as more RAM, front 

facing cameras, higher pixel density and faster/larger processors. On the other 

hand, these added features take away from what Kindle’s best customers value - 

a simple, reliable e-reader that also functions as a tablet.  

Amazon is fighting Apple for market share and winning consumers over in the e-

reader segment with a superior business strategy.  

 Amazon is specifically targeting the premium price of Apple products and 

promoting their own high quality yet value-priced tablets (Dignan). Amazon’s 

business strategy allows them to sell their hardware, the Kindle Fire HD, at 

roughly cost and make money as consumers use the device. The Kindle, can 

therefore be seen as a network externality for the business as well as the 

consumer; the more people that use a Kindle Fire HD the more valuable they 

become for both sides. Basically, the more Kindles that Amazon sells the more 

money they can focus to the Kindle Library, and network within the hardware’s 

capable and attractive features. 

 



 
 
 
 
 This ad from Amazon’s homepage shows the direct comparison between 

Amazon and Apple, it also shows the direct comparison between their rival 

products the Kindle Fire HD and the iPad mini. The ad also displays the two 

differing goals of each firm; Apple’s premium price strategy is obvious while 

Amazon’s high quality value-price is painted vividly sitting next to the iPad mini. 

 

 
5 FORCES - Which have the most influence in this market? 
 
Competitive intensity 
 
 The competition is very high in this market, so the competitive intensity is 

high. With so many tablets being offered with varying features, choosing the right 

tablet for them can be difficult for these customers. To remain a competitor, the 

Kindle will have to continue to add more features that add value for its best 

customers, while remaining the easiest, most reliable e-reader. 



 

Threat of substitutes 

 Because competition is so high in this market and tablets are somewhat 

expensive, Kindle has to worry about the threat of substitutes. If the Kindle 

becomes too expensive/adds too many features that do not add value for its best 

customers, Amazon will have to worry about them switching to a plain e-reader 

or other cheaper handheld devices. 

 

Threat of new entrants 

 Since this is a technology-based market, the threat of new entrants is high. 

With technology improving exponentially, Amazon has to worry about other 

companies jumping in to add value to tablets. The more choices the customers 

have, the more difficult it will be for Amazon to capture the bulk of the tablet 

market because they won't be simply be interested in a decent tablet that has the 

best e-reader capabilities---they will be looking for the tablet that can do the most 

for them at the best price. 

  

GOALS OF THE FIRM 
 

 The goal for Amazon has always been to sell more products at a lower 

cost rather than fewer items at a higher cost. In order to accomplish this goal 

they had to get big, fast. Amazon had strategies to enable them to meet this goal, 

and the most important being their competitive advantage and best-selling 

product, the Kindle.  



 Along with the Kindle, Amazon also managed steady growth through its 

domination of the hardcover and online book sales and its acquisition of other 

reputable online retailers. For instance, Amazon bought Zappos, an up-and-

coming online shoe retailer in 2009 for a reported $1.2 billion. The acquisition of 

Zappos allowed Amazon to grasp a different segment of online shoppers that 

they had not been able to reach before.  By 2011, Amazon had $48 billion in 

revenue which was more than all six of the major American publishing 

conglomerates combined. This shows the trend and popularity that the Amazon 

brand had begun to build in the mind of its consumers. It also showed the trend 

in the book publishing market that was beginning the transition from hardcover 

books to online. 

 Amazon’s next step towards their goal was to revolutionize bookselling. 

The concept was to transform physical books into bits and bytes capable of being 

delivered seamlessly and eventually through the cloud. The Kindle was the 

vehicle Amazon used to bring this dream to reality. With the Kindle, Amazon had 

built a brand that was ‘both ubiquitous and irresistible” (Wasserman). They 

single-handedly changed the way a book was created, valued, and delivered to a 

customer with the Kindle, and their brand reaped the benefits. Once their 

disruptive innovation took the world by storm their final goal was to build a time-

efficient and reliable transfer method for books directly from the Amazon 

infrastructure. Amazon had customers excited to own a Kindle, now they just had 

to deliver on the full capabilities of the product. 

 
 



COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 
 
 The Kindle product line is unequivocally Amazon’s primary competitive 

advantage. Changing times as well as the buzz around the Kindle built Amazon’s 

competitive advantage into its current state. The digital age and shorter attention 

spans made Amazon’s Kindle book-ordering service more profitable in less than 

three years than their hardcover book operation that had been selling for over 15 

years. This was a staggering and incredibly fear-inducing fact to every publishing 

conglomerate around the nation. The reason the Kindle was so successful was 

by offering readers a seemingly infinite selection, freedom, and accessibility to 

reading material.  

 The key feature of the competitive advantage, and huge production cost to 

Amazon, is the built-in Wi-Fi that makes all of these characteristics possible. 

Amazon was not the first e-reader with the capability for built in Wi-Fi in their 

device, but they were the first to implement the free usage of it. Other companies 

failed to realize Amazon was creating a realistic book-buying experience by 

doing this for their customer, and not charging Wi-Fi costs to the user made it a 

much more attractive feature than other comparable offerings at the time. 

 Amazon also had a cost-structural competitive advantage over other 

bookstores and e-reader sellers. The main reason brick-and-mortar bookstores 

were failing was because they were not adapting to their industries changes. 

Borders declared bankruptcy in 2011, Barnes & Noble barely clung to life, and 

yet Amazon remained strong. Amazon created a low-cost structure by not having 

brick-and-mortar stores. By not having these stores Amazon significantly reduced 



their building costs, manufacturing overhead, and holding costs; the three major 

costs associated with starting and maintaining a business in the book selling 

industry. They also did not have to deal with the fallout of stagnant sales in 

hardcover books from brick-and-mortar stores, they saved on the building costs 

as well as avoided the loss once they became obsolete. 

 

CONSUMER ENVIRONMENT 

 

CONSUMER PROBLEM/PAIN 
 

 The ability to instantly satisfy consumer demand for downloadable books 
and services in an affordable and portable device. 

 In recent times tablets have taken off and as a result Amazon has made 
their newest Kindle Fire HD e-reader more like a tableti. 

 

VALUE DRIVERS 
 

 Competitive value based pricingii 

 Consumer demand for downloadable contentiii.  

 Combining the attributes of an e-reader and a tablet into a new type of 
Kindle “Amazon Kindle Fire HD”iv. 

 The ability to stream downloadable content via cell phone services “4G 
LTE” through AT&Tv. 

 

CONSUMER TRENDS 
 
 According to a survey conducted by “CouponsCodes4U.com’s latest 

survey”, over half of the respondents stated that the Kindle Fire HDs most 

impressive attribute is its competitive pricingvi.  As the mobile sector has taken off 

in recent times and consumer demand has shifted to services that offer 



streaming and downloadable applications. Amazon, along with its new Kindle 

Fire HD, is attempting to tap into this market, by offering mobile service on their 

new line of tabletsvii. 

CONSUMER IDENTITY 
 
Currently the Amazon Kindle is more prevalent among women.  According to 

Media Mark of all the people that personally own a Kindle 63.7% are women 

versus out of all the people that personally own a Kindle only 36.3% are menviii.  

Out of all the people who personally on a Kindle 88% are Caucasian, followed by 

the next highest demographic segment of 5.7% being African American. There is 

a high correlation between educational achievement and those who are Kindle 

owners.   

 According to Media Mark of all the people who personally own a Kindle 

61.5% have graduated from college or earned a higher degree of academic 

achievement.  Whereas people who own a Kindle 13.8% have attended college; 

and those who have never attended college who own a Kindle are 27.0%ix. As far 

as careers are concerned, out of all those who personally own a Kindle 27.3% of 

them work in a “professional related occupation”x.  Most of those who own a 

Kindle are older than the age of 24 and under the 65.  Out of this age range all 

those who personal own a Kindle 26.6% of them are between the ages of 45 and 

54xi. Based on this data we can conclude that or most prominent consumers are 

educated white females who work in a professional setting between the ages of 

25 and 64. 



CONSUMER PURCHASE PATTERNS 
 
 According to Media Mark those who personally own a Kindle are more 

likely to frequent certain online sites such as WebMD, Pandora, Google Maps, 

Weather.com, and ITunesxii.  Of all the people who personally own a Kindle 57.9% 

frequent Amazon.com.  Of all those who personally own a Kindle, 60.4% of them 

“Subscribe to Cable”xiii.  Out of these subscribes 35.8% Watch CNN, 28.3% 

Watch the Discovery channel and 30.9% Watch ESPNxiv.  Out of all those who 

personally own a Kindle 55.7% of them listen to the radio between 6:00 a.m. and 

10:00 a.m.xv. Out of those who personally own a Kindle 23.6% of them are heavy 

magazine usersxvi. According to this data the majority of those who personally 

own a Kindle like to frequent web sites that give them quick access to information.  

More than half subscribe to cable television that is based around the news and 

educational channels such as the discovery channel and sports entertainment.  

Additionally, there tends to be a correlation between Kindle users and early risers, 

as more than half listen to the radio in the morning between the hours of 6:00 

a.m. and 10:00 a.m. 

 

RATIONALE OF NONEXISTENT CUSTOMERS 
 

Some consumers decide that the Amazon Kindle is not the right option for 

them based on a series of different decision making criteria; but some of the 

most prominent reasons are based on the high competitive intensity that exists in 

the market place for e-readers and tablets.  These competitors include Google’s 

with their Nexus 7 tablet, Apple’s iPad, and Barnes and Nobles Nookxvii.  All of 

these devices offer different advantages along with their unique set of pros and 



cons.  With all of these different alternatives it makes it harder for Amazon to 

capture more market share as the market is becoming differentiated and 

segmented.   Where a once a “one size fits all” mass marketing strategy used to 

work, it is no longer a sustainable business model.  According to a survey 

conducted by “CouponsCodes4U.com’s latest survey”, only 55% of respondents 

thought that the new Amazon Kindle Fire HD was “impressive”.  The remaining 

45% of respondents stated that they were looking for other attributes that the 

Amazon Kindle did not possess, attributes such as large screen and more 

applicationsxviii.  With this in mind, it is evident that Amazon either needs to add 

more of these missing features or find a new sustainable competitive advantage 

that will help to once again differentiate themselves more in the marketplace. 

 

SEGMENTATION AND TARGETING 

SEGMENTATION 
 
Media Rich Consumers 
 
 As media rich consumers typically enjoy keeping up to date with news and 

social media, the Amazon Kindle is by far the best product on the market for this 

segment.  For around $159.00 consumers can enjoy a multi-media enriched 

tablet/e-reader that has the ability to download and read over 22 million TV 

shows, Books/audiobooks, Movies, Songs, Magazines, Newspapers, 

applications and gamesxix.  The Kindle Fire HD additionally is able to connect 

wirelessly to the internet and download applications and online content, making 

the Kindle both a convenient and useful device to ownxx.  



 
Heavy Readers 
 
 For those who enjoy reading, the Amazon Kindle HD Fire is an obvious 

choice as it is the market leader for e-readersxxi. The Amazon Kindle additionally 

contains all of the attributes and abilities that other tablets online possess but at a 

more economically based price.xxii 

 
Heavy Travelers (Business or Pleasure) 
 
 Those who travel for their careers or pleasure, are great candidates for the 

Amazon Kindle Fire HD.  The highly portable and light weight Amazon Kindle not 

only offers the ability for travelers to read various types of media such as 

Newspapers, Magazines, and online content; but they can also download movies, 

games and other various types of multi-media.  The access to all of this 

multimedia will not only entertain seasoned travelers but it will also keep them 

occupied and entertained, as well as increasing their productivity if they are 

traveling for business. The Kindle Fire HD also includes access to Facebook, 

Twitter, Yahoo!, Netflix, with the ability to swap email, contacts and calendar 

informationxxiii; which are all essential tools/abilities that every business 

professional needs in order to be successful. 

PRIMARY TARGET MARKET 
 
 The Kindle is marketed and targeted towards affluent and educated men 

and women who want an e-reader, which includes the features of other 

advanced tablets such as the iPad. Out of all the people who personally own a 

Kindle 61.5% have graduated from college or earned a higher degree of 



academic achievement.  The Kindle demographically is more popular amongst 

Caucasians as out of all the people who personally own a Kindle 88% are 

Caucasianxxiv.  Even though the Kindle is supposed to be a gender neutral 

product more than half of all users are women; as out of all the people who 

personally own a Kindle 63.7% are women, and only 36.3% are menxxv.   

SECONDARY TARGET MARKET (PRICE SENSITIVE CONSUMERS) 
 
 Amazon successfully has been able to attract price sensitive consumers 

through their competitive prices.  Amazon’s success in this area primarily can be 

attributed to their strategy of taking existing products and creating their own new 

and improved version of itxxvi.  Due to widespread familiarity with Amazon’s online 

store-front and products, consumers should be able to easily and readily 

purchase the Amazon Kindle Fire HDxxvii.    

 The Amazon Kindle Fire HD is so affordable that even with all of its new 

features and abilities; it may take a significant size of the market share from 

Apple’s iPad which currently is the market leader for tablets.  According to the LA 

Times you can purchase two brand new Amazon Kindle HD Fire tablets, and still 

have $100.00 left over for the price of one just one Apple iPadxxviii. In a struggling 

economy competitive pricing becomes more important than ever, and as the 

Kindle Fire HD is competitively priced, it will no doubt capture the majority of 

price sensitive consumers. 

 

 
 



MARKETING STRATEGY 
 

PRODUCT STRATEGY 
 
 The Kindle Fire HD is classified as a consumer shopping product. These 

are products that consumers spend considerable time and money to obtain, and 

they will shop different options to compare prices, features and service. The 

Amazon Kindle is known for being the most simple, reliable e-reader on the 

market without unnecessary or unwanted bells and whistles. The Kindle Fire HD 

offers these same sought-out values but also adds value by creating an e-reader 

with tablet capabilities. The Kindle is recognized as a high quality but value-

priced brand in the minds of its best customers. 

 Amazon has been able to differentiate itself from other firms in the tablet 

market by offering a reliable e-reader that also functions as a tablet as opposed 

to offering a tablet that also functions as an e-reader. This means that Amazon 

has created an e-reader with the added value of tablet capabilities where other 

firms are offering tablets with the added value of e-reader capabilities.  This has 

allowed them to secure the number one spot in the e-reader market because 

they can offer that service more reliably and efficiently. 

 Amazon also enjoys a competitive cost advantage. They offer a high 

quality tablet that directly competes with other high end tablets at a lower price 

($199.99 Kindle Fire HD vs. $329 iPad Mini.) In addition to this, they’ve been 

able to eliminate the need for expensive brick-and-mortar stores by offering the 

Kindle Fire HD for sale online and in select retail stores. By doing so they have 



successfully removed the building costs, holding costs and manufacturing 

overhead that bookstores and brick and mortar firms still incur.  

 Another differentiation advantage that the Kindle Fire has is that it offers 

free Wi-Fi coverage. Although they were not the first tablet on the market to offer 

Wi-Fi, they were the first to offer free use of it, which is a value that increases 

willingness to pay as well as brand image and loyalty.  

 The Kindle is positioned as a device to eliminate the need for hardcopy 

documents by providing customers with an all-in-one reference source. They 

have successfully added value to this basic model by offering free use of Wi-Fi 

and other tablet features without taking away from the core value added of a 

simple and reliable E-reader.  

 Amazon is focusing on strengthening their current position in the tablet 

and e-reader markets by introducing the Kindle HD Fire. They do this by 

constantly monitoring what target customers want and the extent to which they 

perceive the product as satisfying those wants. Since position is determined in 

the minds of the consumers, it is very important for Amazon to remain the most 

simple and reliable e-reader – the Kindle Fire HD’s best customers are more 

concerned with e-reader capabilities than tablet capabilities.  

PRICING STRATEGY 
 
 Compared to its competitors in the tablet market, the Kindle Fire HD is 

value-priced. Since Amazon has focused on offering the most reliable e-reader 

as well as a high quality tablet, they can price their tablet lower than high-tier 

competitors like Apple. Apple customers expect the prices to be higher because 



the Apple brand is stronger and therefore can dictate the premium price within 

this market.  

 Amazon’s pricing strategy is consistent with its product strategy. They 

strive to satisfy their best customers’ needs by offering a high quality, reliable 

product at a low end price, which increases willingness to pay. They also have 

eliminated costs associated with brick and mortar stores, which allows them to 

offer the Kindle Fire HD at a lower price.  

DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY 
  

Amazon uses a selective distribution method to get the Kindle Fire HD to 

consumers. The Kindle is available through select retailers and web stores 

internationally. This is a business-to-business and business-to-consumer 

distribution method because customers can buy the Kindle Fire HD on 

Amazon.com or at retailers like Best Buy. 

 When it comes to avoiding distributing where it would diminish the Kindle 

brand, Amazon doesn’t have to worry as much as Apple does. Because they 

enjoy a cost advantage, the brand won’t be diminished by being offered at low-

end discount stores such as Walmart. Unlike Apple, Amazon wants its products 

to be available to anyone with e-reader needs so they can sell their tablets less 

exclusively. This is consistent with their positioning strategy because they have a 

cost advantage and focus on affordable, reliable simplicity. 

INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION 
  
 Ever wonder why Amazon ads aren’t media-present? It’s because they 

take a large part of their advertising budget to offer free shipping to customers 



and sellers. Since it is easier and less expensive to sell to existing customers and 

these customers want free shipping, it is in their best interest to offer that service. 

Free is a magic word, especially when it comes to internet shopping so Amazon 

spends most of its marketing budget on offering free shipping to continue to 

upsell to current customers. 

 The advertising that is present is mostly online based or relies on word of 

mouth. The Kindle Fire HD was advertised on blogs, web stores and of course 

the Amazon home page, but other blatant ads are not to be found. Amazon 

wants customers to buy Kindles from them directly, so the advertising for these 

tablets is mostly on the Amazon site.  

 Word of mouth is the other crucial form of advertising that the Kindle Fire 

HD relies on. By offering buyer discounts, exclusive deals, upselling and loyalty 

rewards, Amazon can keep existing companies and start word of mouth 

campaigns. They encourage customer reviews on their site on all of their 

products including the Kindle, which are very influential to new customers.  

 The Amazon web store has high reference power because they focus on 

offering low-priced high-quality items every day, as well as higher priced items. 

Customers go to the website and immediately see these items and have access 

to customer reviews that influence their buying decisions. When it comes to 

electronic devices especially, Amazon customers know that the value they are 

paying for the Kindle is less than their willingness to pay.  

 



STRATEGIC FOCUS 
 

Amazon’s strategic focus has been to develop products and services to 

serve consumers across all industries. The way they accomplish this is through 

their strategy of providing “More for less”. Essentially, the technical aspects of the 

products and services Amazon offers are superior to competitors, but also at a 

lower price. 

Amazon’s Kindle Fire HD, for example, has far superior technical specs 

than the iPad (what they consider the most direct competitor).  The Kindle Fire 

HD boasts a stunning HD display with 30% more pixels than the iPad mini, 

compared to the iPad’s standard definition and low-resolution display. Obviously 

the Fire HD has HD movies and TV capabilities, the iPad mini, however, does not. 

iPad mini uses a mono speaker system while the Kindle Fire HD has dual stereo 

speakers. And finally, the Kindle Fire HD has built-in ultra-fast MIMO Wi-Fi 

compared to the iPad mini’s…nothing. After all of these stark comparisons, the 

pricing is the biggest of all. The Kindle Fire HD starts at $199 with all of these 

features included. The iPad mini starts at $329 with far less functionality and 

technical ability. This pricing strategy ties directly into the next part of Amazon’s 

strategic focus, using a loss-leader. 

The goal of the Amazon Corporation is to satisfy customer demand so well, 

and so often, that customers don’t even question where else they could meet 

their demands. One of the ways that Amazon is able to satisfy this demand is by 

using the Kindle as a loss-leader. This means that Amazon is so confident in 

their post-purchase experience, and other offerings, that they can price their 



products so low they actually lose money on each Kindle they sell. In an article 

written by Fontevecchia, he proposes the widely assumed estimation that 

Amazon is actually losing about $50 per Kindle Fire sold. Naturally, nobody truly 

knows how efficiently, or at what cost, Amazon can produce the Kindle Fire. But 

the fact remains that Amazon now willingly uses their Kindle line as a loss-leader 

to earn customer trust and loyalty. 

With this strategy of using the Kindle Fire as a loss-leader it leads to 

Amazon’s next focus, one that is trying to propel the Amazon product line into 

that of the tablet market. The Kindle Fire was Amazon’s attempt to gain foothold 

in the market for tablets. This all cohesively played together for Jeff Bezo’s 

strategy for Amazon to sacrifice current earnings in order to reap higher profits in 

the future. This is, of course, why Amazon is losing money with each Kindle Fire 

sold. 

Amazon is successfully using the Kindle Fire as a loss-leader because of 

the undeniably successful infrastructure they have built to back their brand. They 

have done so with the vast assortment of online resources, most recently by 

entering the online streaming business. The next aspect of their strategic focus 

ties back into the Kindle Fire, but in regards to the usefulness of the product post-

purchase. Amazon is trying to tap directly into the online streaming business with 

their launch of Amazon direct. So far, they have over 18,000 movies and TV 

episodes and can boast that LOVEFiLM is the leading European film and TV 

subscription service. By playing bringing customers in with the Kindle, and 



retaining them with their online streaming capabilities, Amazon is able to spread 

their reach even further in the electronics industry. 

But in order for Amazon to become a major player in the tablet game they 

needed to form a strategic alliance. They found the perfect match with the search 

engine behemoth, Google. Amazon looks to tap into the fast-growing tablet 

market by partnering with Google to launch their Android-powered Kindle. 

The all-encompassing strategic focus of Amazon is trying to reach across 

different industries. Amazon realizes that they have the foundation and technical 

product specifications to serve customer demand in nearly every entertainment 

field. But what they are currently attempting is tying each of these fields into one 

another, and seamlessly transition through Amazon-powered devices and online 

services. Amazon wants customers to buy their hardware, use their software, 

and even stream through their online services, and in every entertainment aspect, 

whether it is a book, a movie, or a television show. This is a new and dangerous 

game for Amazon to be playing, but with their prolific hardware knowledge, brand 

loyalty, and partnerships they may become a force to be reckoned with in the e-

reader, tablet, and online streaming markets. 

 

MARKETING IMPLEMENTATION 

PRODUCT ACTIVITIES 
 
Improve hardware and create different display size of Kindle to have more 
product line 
 



 With the increasing attractiveness of the tablet market for old Kindle users 

Amazon has a great opportunity to capitalize various different user needs. Since 

their biggest competitors, Apple and Google, are provided the different size of 

display tablets to targeting different segments of users, Amazon also developed 

the Kindle Fire HD with 8.9 inch display and high performance hardware to have 

positive impact on customer toward the Kindle brand. To position the brand 

better with the Kindle family, build more product line is crucial point. More product 

line will give Amazon opportunity to spread the brand and drag customers into 

Kindle family. 

  
 
 
            

4GLTE wireless Kindle Fire HD 
 



 Since Amazon is selling content, not hardware, access ability to contents 

is core feature for the Kindle. While contents of the tablet such as movie, video, 

and music contain large amount of data, to let customer easily to access 

contents, Amazon announced The Kindle Fire HD 4G LTE. To keep competitive 

advantage as low price tablet, customers need to pay $50 per year to use 4G 

LTE which is cheaper than any other 4G tablet out there. Having such option for 

Kindle, customers can use more contents from Amazon anywhere they go. 

 

PRICING ACTIVITIES 
 
Maintain low price strategy to keep market share 
 
 To keep the purpose of the business, and advantages of Kindle tablet 

brand that created by price strategy of previous Kindle, Price of Amazon Kindle 

Fire HD will remain less than average in the industry. Right now Kindle Fire HD 

comes in two seizes, a 7-inch version for $199 and 8.9-inch edition for $299. As 

market share of the Kindle will increase the willingness to pay for the contents, 

Amazon will have decent profits as long as Kindle is selling. Therefore, low price 

strategy is significant point of the Kindle and must be remaining regardless what 

competitors achieve with their price.  

 

Constantly lower the price of the last version of devices to keep users under 

Kindle 

 To increase the Amazon contents user through Kindle devices, regardless 

of price, selling as much as Kindles will directly contribute large amount of profits 

for Amazon. Since new Kindle Fire HD came out in the market, old Kindle Fire 



becomes a less valuable product. Therefore, lower the price of Kindle Fire will 

generate new market for Kindle around the various customers. Amazon has just 

announced an updated version of Kindle Fire tablet with a lower price. 6At $159, 

the new Fire is priced even lower than the original, which debuted at $199. 

Cheap price for old Kindle Fire will make them become bridge for the previous 

paper-white Kindle users to move to tablet market and hopefully drag those to 

choose new Kindle Fire HD for their next purchase. 

DISTRIBUTION ACTIVITIES 
 
Increase the distribution channel for old Kindles 
 
 Amazon’s distribution channels are extremely limited. Most of their sales 

come from their existing online Amazon customers. While this is a large pool, it’s 

a finite pool and it makes it difficult for Amazon to reach out to new, potential 

customers. Further, Amazon’s distribution opportunities are actually becoming 

even more limited. Companies like Target and Wal-Mart have recently stopped 

carrying Kindle devices because of perceived unfair competition. Many people 

will buy a tablet unseen, untouched, and online. But the vast majority of people 

will not. Amazon’s unique distribution channel might be viewed as both a 

blessing and a curse. But mostly, it’s an impediment to the growth of their tablet 

sales. Therefore Increase the distribution channel will increase the sale of old 

Kindle family. Keeping exclusive distribution for new Kindles to feel exclusivity for 

customer but open channel for old Kindles will help to capture more market share 

                                            
6 Kindle Fire." - the Tablet from Amazon. N.p., n.d. Web. 03 Dec. 2012. 



IMC & PROMOTION ACTIVITIES 
 
Support app developers to create apps for Kindle 
 
 As long as hardware specs of the tablet became similar each other, the 

true strengths of these new tablets are in the apps. To that end, Amazon is giving 

developers all the tools they need to start making Kindle Fire HD apps today. 

7Amazon has released a number of development resources for developers 

interested in creating apps for the Kindle Fire HD. Some of these tools are similar 

to those used for the Kindle Fire so experienced developers should have no 

problem making the switch. Amazon app store is preinstalled on every Kindle 

Fire and the Google play store is not present. That makes the Amazon store an 

attractive option for developers with its big audience and much less competition 

to contend with compared to the big play store. Because lack of apps especially 

written for the tablet is the biggest threat on any android tablet devices against 

Apple iPad, this support promotion will give the constant advantage to Amazon to 

lead tablet market in android devices. 

 

Event’s sale for Kindle family 

 It is hard to see Kindle is on sale because cost of hardware inside Kindle 

device is already higher than price. However event sale time period such as 

black Friday, cyber Monday, and Christmas will be a great opportunity for 

Amazon to increase the sales for old Kindle family. As tablet devices are 

                                            
7 "Amazon Wants To Help You Make Kindle Fire HD Apps." WebProNews. N.p., n.d. 

Web. 03 Dec. 2012 



positioned as electronic entertainment tools in customers mind it is easy to sell 

them in holiday season for purpose of gift.   

 

Set Bing as Primary search engine 

 8Microsoft and Amazon have agreed to make Bing the default search 

engine on the device. This is part of Bing’s attempt to make consumers choose 

Bing over Google for their search engine needs. For Amazon and Kindle, 

collaboration with Microsoft will position them to competitor against Google which 

will automatically offer them positive image for the Kindle brand. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                            
8 "ArsTechnica." Ars Technica. N.p., n.d. Web. 03 Dec. 2012. 
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